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In this volume 

A concern with teaching the written language dominates this 
volume of the MinnelESVl jt.>UJ7J..'11. 

Vivian Mann plays on a familiar aphorism in her article, A 
Ward Lo:; Warth ."1 lJu"JUS8I1d Pictures: A Wrlfin/l Prqi8Ct /ar t.he 
Primary l.7rades. Mann describes a technique she has developed 
for stimUlating young writers, espectally those who are reluctant 
to express themselves. 

Patty Odean, in Teac.hing Paraphrasing t.o EEl, Students, argues 
that paraphraSing is a complex of various skills. Breaking down 
the task of paraphrasing, according to Odean, will help students 
become profiCient paraphrasers. 

Barbara Schwarte and Emiko Matsumura-Lothrop, in 
... ')eJ/-j,./anft(>rins"' a/Articles."I1Jd Verbs hJ EEl, Written PnJductjan, 
report on a study that investigated the abtlity of advanced 
learners to correct errors in their writing. The authors include 
pedagogical suggestions for teachers who want to help students 
improve their monitoring skills. 

My own article, Clk.J(}shJg Helpful Er..'111Jp./es a/ Sructuros, offers 
advice about a teaching skill that has not received much 
attention in print: evaluating out-of-context language intended 
to exemplify structures. 

ESR. 
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A Word Is Worth 
a Thousand Pictures: 

A Writing Project 
for the Primary Grades 

VivtanMann 
S1. Paul Public Schools 

A technique is desaibed which enables the beginninK ESL 
student to produce an appealing finished writing product in a 
short time in a stress-free learning environment. Individual 
ideas are nurtured in a coUective setting. The technique has 
proven effective with children from second to sixth grade and 
lends itself weU to writing instruction that emphasizes free 
elpression and creativity. 

Within every ESL ClaSS, some students are more profident in 
English than others. Some students quickly open up and reveal 
their opinions with or without adequate language tools. By 
contrast, some Students have mainly a passive knoWledge of 
Eng1ish and are reluctant to speak or write. And many have the 
double handicap of low English profidency coupled With a general 
reluctance to verbalize even in their native tongues. (Those who 
read at grade level with good comprehension and who are 
artiCUlate in English are likely to be removed from ESL ctasses.) 

The technique for teaching Writing in the primary grades which I 
will describe in this artide is a technique that is especia11y well 
SUited to those students who are reluctant to express 
themselves. 

I woUld like to present here a set of lessons which is geared to 
the needs of reluctant writers, especia11y those with low English 
profidency. 
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THE PLAN: SEVEN STEPS 
Step 1: An oral performance by the teacher 

The first step in the lessons involves a key word chosen by the 
teacher and an unrelated series of sentences in which the key 
word appears. I choose a word which is not a proper noun 
or a verb. Common nouns and adjectives are best. The word 
must be familiar to the entire group and it must be one that can 
elicit many associations. Words such as the following are well 
SUited to the activity: 

Nouns Adjectives 

bike friend afraid favorite 
birthday garden brave huge 
cats neighbor cold sick 
fishing vacation famous yellow 

I show the students the written word on a large card which is 
displayed in a central place. I do not use pictures; I feel that a 
picture is superfluous and may in fact stifle the children's 
imagination. The well-chosen word conjures up mental pictures 
on its own. 

After displaying the word, I say to the students, "Today I will 
show you how I can take one word and tum it into many 
sentences. Soon, you will be able to do the same thing.' Then I 
begin to speak extemporaneously. I utter sentence after 
sentence, each cont.a1n1ng the chosen word. The students are 
bombarded with at least twenty disjointed sentences which I say 
as rapidly as I can, without notes. (Teachers who are hesitant 
about trying this may want to use notes; it may not be easy for a 
teacher not used to the technique to come up with a long series of 
sentences With the key wordJ I deliberately aVOid getting into a 
set pattern of beginnings or endings because I wish to highlight 
the word, not a particular sentence pattern. If the key word 
is VlJC8t.iaIJ .. my sentences might be: 

Vacations are fun. 
I have just finished my vacation. 
My best vacation took place three years ago in Canada. 
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My husband and I toot a vacation toaether this ytar. 
Everybody should tate a vacation at least once a year. 
Most vacations are in summer. 
Sometimes you ask Cor a vacation. 
Vacations cost money. 
I saw lakes and rivers on my vacation. 
I rode in three boats on my last vacation. 
You can tate a trip or stay home on your vacation. 
Children like to go to camp on vacation. 
I love to swim during my vacation. 
Friends can visit me when they have their vacations. 

This teacher performance--With seeming indifference to 
onlookers--ts a long solo for a teacher who professes a belief in 
interactive teaching. My raUonale is Simply that It works. For 
one thing, the very fact that It is an unusual way of using 
langUage makes It int.erestJng to the ch11dren. It also gives the 
children an opportunity to see the teacher th1nk1ng, creating, 
and having fun With words. Ute Tom Sawyer whitewashing the 
fence, I lure the ch11dren into curiOSity and a wtUtngness to JOin in 
the fun. I present them With words to stimUlate a pageant of 
viSuals that emerges out of their own minds. I make them realize 
that--to reverse the aphonsm--a word is worth a thousand 
pictures. As I reel off sentence after sentence, I can see by the 
expressions on their faces that they are actively 1In8ginirlg the 
many scenes that my sentences suggest. I gesture and change 
my tone and ezpress10n often, but I use no pictures or props. 

In this step, I don't expect every ch11d to understand every 
word. My language is usually Simple, but not always. The 
important thing is that my performance is understandable 
enough to pique interest and evoke mental tmages. 

Step 2: Yeslno quest.lons 
In the second step, I ask yes/no questions, again using the key 

word. The questions are directed to the group as a whole. The 
ch11dren answer out loud, spontaneoUSly but not chorally. There 
are no antidpated correct answers, and I don't respond to 
answers. In this step I use written questions (not seen by the 
children) to assiSt me. I go from one question to the next Without 
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hesitation and without discussion. Questions for the word 
vat.~t.i"n might be: 

Do you like vacations? 
Did you ever go on a trip during your vacation? 
Does your mother like taking vacations? 
Do we go to school on vacations? 
Do you go fishing (swimming, to the library) during vacation? 
Is there a vacation during winter? 
Are vacations one week? 

( 

Are vacations one year? 
Are vacations sad? 

Why don't I respond to the answers? I want the students to 
feel that they are not being evaluated at this point, that 
"anything goes," induding shouting "No way!" when others are 
shouting "Yes!" They may use one-word answers, they may use 
slang, they may blurt out comments as they wish. I can see by 
their diverse answers and by the increased forcefulness of their 
vOices that they are 11Sten1ng to me, responding honestly, and 
thinking about their personal experiences. Who says that every 
utterance must be significant and must be met instantly with a 
concerned remark? Certainly not the children. Anything that 
smacks of additional play time or experimentation time, with a 
little raucousness to boot, is a treat for them. 

In this phase, I try to assure the students that they won't be 
instantaneously categoriZed and judged by their speech. When I 
begin to respond in the next step, they are usually eager for a 
reaction and curious to see how I receive their friends' remarks 
as well as their own. 

Step 3: Sentences from students 
In the third step, each student must say one sentence that is 

somehow different from those of the other students. Students 
are permitted to repeat a sentence from the original teacher 
performance in step one, but no two students may repeat the 
same sentence. The students are to listen to each other and to 
avoid mimicry. Soon they become very adept at attributing 
"ownership' to sentences and at finding ways to achieve the 
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reqUired variation. They comment, ·1 said that one· or "Chue said 
that alreadyl· When they falter, unable to come up With a 
sentence using the key word, I Slve them dues: "Think of tlUngs 
you have heard .. .seen .. .gotten .. .11ked ... bought....· In this step, the 
children begin to discover that they, like the teacher, are capable 
of using words creatively. Even as they are constrained by the 
need to use the key word, they stretch their imaginations In the 
effort for novelty. 

In this step, variation In thought or sentence structure is 
given special praise. This is the point at which I respond to each 
contribution With some comment or question: 

Child A: I like to go fishing on vacation. 
Teacher: That sounds like funl Do you know how to fish? 

II don't pursue the subject further. A comment or question or two 
will suffice.) 

Child B: I sleep at my cousin's house during vacation. 
Teacher: That's always nice. Where does your cousin Jive? 

Child C: On Christmas vacation we went to our sponsors'. 
Teacher: You're telling me something new and different. Most people 

take vacations in the summer. But some people take them in the 
winter. And you're remembering a winter vacation. 

As the students produce sentences, I type them on a primary 
typewriter (a typewriter that produces extra-large type), 
spacing the lines so that the sentences may be cut apart With 
scissors later. 

Step 4: Reading the sentences together 
We read the sentences aloud. My favorite technique is to xerox 

the sentences, make a transparency, and flaSh it on the w8l1. 
Together, we read the sentences aloud very slowly, sounding out 
the more difficult words. 

Step 5: illustrating the sentences for an exhibit 
I cut out each one of the sentences which have been typed on 

the xeroxed sheet and then every child picks one or more 
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sentences to Wustrate for our bUlletin board exhibit. I tell them 
that their pictures should not be alike. If there are eight 
children, then the pictures should reflect eight different 
sentences. Usually both the pictures and the sentences are qUite 
different. Once when vacation was the key word, we had a 
bUlletin board with a POOl. a fishing scene, a picnic, a park, 
catifornia, the zoo, a garden, summer school, a visit to Grandma, 
baking cookies, and traveling in a car. 

Step 6: WriUDg based on the pictures 
When the pictures are completed, I ask the students to write 

about the pictures. I give them a choice: they may do their own 
writing or they may dictate to me. If they dictate to me, I type 
their .story ,. and they copy what I have typed. Primary 
students often cannot retain their thoughts long enough to 
record them, espeda11y when the act of writing is laborious. They 
can copy, however, when reHeved of the responsibility of hOlding 
on to their ideas. And the ideas remain theirs alone: I do not 
contribute ideas as I type. I do edit for minor correct1ons, doing 
so out loud, discussing each correct1on with the child. 

When the students submit their stories or dictate to me, I 
aVOid negative cr1tiqutng. I make no attempt to teach structure 
beyond the insistence on complete sentences, capitals, and 
end-of-sentence punctuation. I do not try to teach coherence 
and organization at this juncture. I do expect that the students' 
words will fit their pictures and not contradict what they have 
drawn. In this sense, the ·stories· are meaningful and tied to a 
context. Imaginative students sometimes add a dialogue, labels, 
humorous asides, background thoughts, or intriguing insights. 
To a picture of someone who is haVing bad luck, for example, a 
student might add a ·dialogue balloon· with the words "Oh, no, not 
again!. 

Here is an example of a .story. produced by a student to go 
with a picture of a family riding in their car, with the caption "My 
father and mother and my family traveled in the car": 

We went to the park. We played with a ball. We went fishing too. 
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Another example accompanied a picture of a vtstt to the zoo 
which was captioned ·1 was happy when my mom and dad took 
me to the zoo this vacation·: 

My mom bought some pop for me and my dad. It was a hot day. 
My dad took me to see the seals. Then my father bought some 
fish food. We threw it to the seals. 

Step 7: Reading the -stories- together 
The students read their writing to each other, shoWing the 

pictures and making comments. We often play the ·1 like· game: "I 
like Teng's sentence about...· or ·1 like the funny ears on his 
elephant." The chlldren then help me arrange the display of 
pictures and "stories." The key word that began the series of 
lessons captions the exhibit. The end product is a collective 
collage of ideas in which the chlldren take pride. 

DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE 
As our students advance, their needs change. They need to 

leam how to organiZe their thoughts, how to capture and hold 
the reader's attention, and how to write With appropriate style 
and grammar. 1 branch out to these skills With each student 
when he or she is ready. The seven-step project, as described 
here, helps lay the foundation for further work. With its 
emphasis on spontaneity, experiences related to the students' 
lives, a COllaborative effort, a reallstic short-term goat, and an 
appealing end product, it can help transform the reluctant writer 
into a beginning writer who is eager to write on. 
o 

The author 
ViVian Mann teaches ESt at Sheridan Elementary School in St. 

Paul. 
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Teacbing Pacapbrasing 
to ESL Students 

Patricia y_ Odean 
Albuquerque Technical-Vocational Institute 

Albuquerque, New Melico 

ESL students in an academic program must be able to write 
paraphrases, yet they often lack strategies for accomplishing this 
task successfully. The task of paraphrasing requires reading, 
analyzing, and writing skills. In this paper those skills are 
identified, and elercises are suaested to promote their 
development. By dealing with each skill separately and then 
combining them gradually, students are better prepared to 
undertake the complel task of paraphrasing. 

Paraphrasing is a daily activity. In speaking, we paraphrase 
our own words to proVide clarification or emphasis. We 
paraphrase a conversation partner's words to show we 
comprehend or to check our comprehension. Often we 
contribute to a discussion by paraphrasing a third person's 
words. Paraphrasing, in these situations, is done without 
conscious effort. 

But writing paraphrases for academic purposes reqUires 
conscious attention. This kind of paraphrasing reqUires fitting 
another writer's ideas into one's own ten while avotd1ng 
plagiariZing the first. writer's text. It is a complex actiVity, 
composed of reading, analyzing. and writing skills. The 
paraphraser must decode a text, fUlly comprehend it, analyze 
how it relates to the ideas of the text under construction, select 
new vocabUlary and structures to restate the Ideas. and, ftnaUy, 
judge whether au of these steps have been successfUlly 
completed. Considering the complextty of the task, it is not 
surprtstng that college instructors comPlain of pIagtartsm in 
student papers. What may be surprtstng, however, is that most 
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college composition textbooks lack instructional materialS for 
developing paraphrasing ability. A few examples might be 
provided, or the advice to avoid plagiarism by restating the text 
"in your own words" mJSht appear in a brief paragraph. Until 
recently, textbooks did not proVide strategies for writing 
paraphrases, perhaps because paraphrasing seems like an 
overwhelming task. 

A sensible strategy for teaching a task which appears 
overwhelmtng is first to diSCOver the component skills of the task 
and then to classify them in order to design a logical sequence for 
teaching. Obviously, many of the skills we teach in our reading, 
composition, grammar, and vocabUlary ctasses contribute to a 
student's ability to paraphrase. But there is more we coUld be 
doing, and some we coUld be doing sooner. 

Classification of skills needed for paraphrasing can begin with a 
distinction between how to produce a paraphrase and how to use 
one. ProduCing paraphrasescons1StS of reading and rewriting an 
isolated passage. Using a paraphrase consists of selecting an 
appropriate passage to paraphrase and integrating it into a new 
text. Although this division does not reflect the actual sequence 
of steps we go through when we paraphrase, it is nonetheless a 
pedagogically usefUl diVision.1 

PRODUCING PARAPHRASES 
Understanding the source material 

Paraphrases usually originate in sentences which have 
sophisticated syntax. Thus, to produce a successfUl paraphrase, 
students must be able to understand difficult passages in detail. 
The ESL college freshmen who were subjects for research 
reported in Odean (1986) demonstrated a weakness in 

IThe sequence of steps we go through in paraphrasing is likely to be 
1) reading, 2) selecting, 3) writing, and 4) integrating; my label 
"producing" combines the first and third steps; "using" combines the second 
and fourth. 
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reading sklll. For example, one of the texts they paraphrased 
was: 

A child who witnesses parental attempts to solve family 
problems or release frustrations through aggressive 
behavior is lltely to incorporate this into his or her own behavior 
patterns. If being abused as a child does in fact lead to 
aggressive behavior, the seeds of this cycle may be manifested 
early in life relationships with peers and/or siblings, and, when 
greater strength is gained, in confrontations with parents or 
caretakers. (Kratcoski, 1982, p. 437.) 

One ESL student's paraphrase of this passage induded: 

By looking at the child's behavior ... you could notice whether a 
child is being abused or not. 

Clearly, this student and others Uke him need more practice and 
better strategies for understanding complex passages. In the 
folloWing sections, I will discuss exercises for developing such 
strategies. 

SimPlification exercises 
Famt11ar1ZIng students With the strategy of generaltng Simpler 

restatements of a difficult passage is one way to help them leam 
to understand such passages. The folloWing exercise is an 
example of how to begin this process: 

Directions: Identify the statement which has the same meaning as 
the following: 

A child who witnesses parental attempts to solve problems or 
release frustrations through aggressive behavior is lltely to 
incorporate this into his or her own behavior. 
a) Parents usually respond to violent children by using violence. 
b) If a child sees his parents use violence, he will probably learn 

to be violent. 
c) If a child is violent, it is because his parents are violent 

Students must, of course, be reqUired to produce Simplifications 
as well as recognize them. To begin With. it may be best to 
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practice prodUCing simplifications in speech. Since speech usually 
has simpler syntax than writing, simplifying through speech may 
come more easily. And even when students are ready to simplfy 
in writing, it may be usefUl for them to have the opportunity to 
discuss passages before writing simplifications. A student who 
understands a text but has difficulty simplifying it may be helped 
by being asked to explain it to someone who doesn't understand 
it (or at least pretends not to). The explanation is likely to resUlt 
in simplification. 

Extracting sentence kernels 
Bamitz (1979) and Saville-TrOike (1979) agree that haVing 

students extract sentence kernels can help them understand 
diffiCUlt sentences. This process is also referred to as 
·decombinin~r sentences. Exercises based on the following 
example (which includes the expected responses) can fami1i8rize 
students with this strategy. 

Directions: Write three simple sentences using only the 
information provided in the following sentence: 

Democracy was invented as a device for reconciling 
government with liberty. 
1. J)emotTq ",,,inveqted. 
2. J)eJl1OtTKYis, deV.l(ag 
3. J)emOCfKYl1!C()IJCiIesgoveromeot ",ilb liberty. 

Identifying word grOU~ 
Savrue-Troike ( 1 979) emphasizes the importance of reading in 

phrases. In order to do this, students need to recogniZe the 
boundaries between word groups, even in passages with complex 
syntax. For example, a profident reader woUld diVide the 
fOllOWing between o·ViliZtJfjOJ1 and men: 

At the dawn of civilization men must have counted new moons 
and quarters to measure time intervals ... (((uhn, 1957) 

One of the subjects in Odean (1 986) divided the sentence 
incorrectly, resUlting in an awkward noun phrase and a 
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miSUnderstanding of the Initial prepositional phrase. The 
student's paraphrase read: 

The civilization men organize fundamental units into long term 
calendar which is easily understood by counting new moons and 
quarters many times at dawn ... 

Exercises which require students to diVide passages into word 
groups can be done at all reading levels to diagnose problems. 
Answers to these exercises should be discussed, since there may 
be several acceptable solutions. Both GreUet ( 1 981) and 
SaVille-Troike (1979) indude exerctses for develOping the skill of 
reading in phrases. 

Ooze exercises 
Cloze exercises require students to fill in blanks which have 

been created by deleting words from a text. Although. doze 
exercises have traditionally been used for testing, they can help 
students learn how words funCtion in texts by focusing attention 
on how logiCal possibilities are l1m1ted by the syntax and meaning 
of a text. The foUowing exercise is based on one of the passages 
dtedabove: 

Directions: Fill in the blanlcs with appropriate words. 

A child who witnesses parental attempts to family 
problems or release frustrations through aggressive behavior is 
likely to incorporate this into his or her own behavior patterns. 
If being abused as a child does in fact lead to aggressive 
____ ~, the seeds of this cycle may be manifested early in 
life relationshiops with peers and/or , and, when 
greater strength is gained, in confrontations with or 
caretakers. 

An additional benefit of doze exercises is that they foster an 
awareness of what constitutes a synonym. Also, they can be 
easily prepared by teachers. 
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Identifyjog referents 
Pearson ( 1 981 ) emphasizes the need to give students practice 

in understanding reference early in their language leaming. 
Misunderstanding reference can cause difficUlties in compl1cated 
passages, with resulting faulty paraphrasing. Students should be 
encouraged to sort out referents in difficult passages, as 
suggested by Grellet ( 1 981). An exercise in identifying referents 
might look like this: 

Directions: Draw an arrow from the underlined words to the word 
or words they refer to. 

Democracy was invented as a device for reconciling government with 

liberty. It is clear that government is necessary if anything worthy 

to be called civilization is to exist, but all history shows that any set 

of mft'fntrusted ~th power over another set wi~~use ~ 
if !MY can do ~ with impunity. Democracy is intended to make 

men's tenure of power temporarY1'ao/dependent upon popular 

approval. In so far as!1 achieves this, !1 prevents the worst abuses of 

power. 

AnsweringJIuestions 
Finally, questioning can be used to focus attention on various 

aspects of a text to determine what type of constructions may be 
interfering with comprehension. Such aspects include meaning, 
reference, inference, and grammar. The fOllOWing questions are 
based on the passage above about child abuse: 

1. Who are the first group of people children are likely to 
behave aggressively with? [meaning] 

2 What does "this cycle' in the second sentence refer 
to? [reference) 

3. Does the author believe it has been proven that children who 
are abused develop aggressive behavior? hnferencel 

4. What are the subject and main verb of the first 
sentence? [grammar) 
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Developing f1extbWty for rewriting 
RAOOgOi?iDg and exploiting synonymity 

The second skill I identified in producing paraphrases was that 
of rewrtting the passage. If students are to master this skill, they 
must begin by learning, early in their instruction, to recogniZe 
semantic and syntactic synonymity. This is a PI ereqUisite to 
exploiting synonymity as a successfUl paraphraser does. 
Students can be encouraged to make productive use of 
synonymous expressions early in their F.SL work as well. To this 
end, Pearson (1981) suggests that students, in answering 
comprehension questions about a reading, shoUld not be allowed 
to copy from the text. This W111 encourage them to bU11d syntactic 
and semantic flexibility. 

Sentence=combining 
Sentence-cornbining exercises can also be used to develop 

flextb1llty in structure. Klassen (1976) tested the effects of 
sentence-cornbining exercises on intermediate F.SL students and 
found that they were very usefUl in expediting syntactiC 
development. lamel ( 1 980) also acknoWledges that 
sentence-cornbining -can help the students understand that the 
sentence is a base structure to which other information can be 
attached rather than a string of words that cannot be broken 
into or rearranged- (p. 89). 

Sentence-cornb1ntng can be diffiCUlt. It reqUires preparaUon 
and follOW-Up. An exercise can begin with a discussion of the 
relationships among the short sentences provided. Then 
indiVidUalS or small groups can work to combine the sentences. 
The products can be compared to those of other students. 
Sentence-cornbining can often reveal diffiCUlties students are 
having with grammar. TacklinS these problems can help them 
both in reading and in writing. 

A number of books for naUve speakers of English proVide 
sentence-cornbining activities. Two which can be used for 
non-native speakers as well are Daiker, Kerek, and Morenberg 
(979) and Strong (973). ProVided that vocabUlary and 
content are discussed before students combine sentences, these 
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books are SUitable for intermediate and advanced ESL students. 

Rewriting the passage 
Some sources for developtM rewr1t1r}g strat.egieS 

The fleXibility that students gain from an understanding of 
synonymity and from sentence-combining exercises must 
eventually be put to use in the actual rewriting of passages from 
sources. A few recent non-ESL textbooks may be usefUl in 
helping students when they are ready to begin rewriting 
passages. Ba2ennan (1 985) provides and exemplifies strategies 
for restating ideas. Ba2ennan suggests that students first 
substitute synonyms into the ortgtna1 passage, aided by a 
thesaurus, and then restructure the sentences. Restructuring, 
according to Ba2ennan, can consist of breaking longer sentences 
into shorter ones, combining short sentences into longer ones, 
changing the verb structure of the sentence (changing active to 
passive, for example), or moving phrases. These suggestions are 
similar to those of Spatt (1983), who proposes that students first 
write a "literal paraphrase" in which synonyms have been 
substituted for key words, and then use the Hteral paraphrase to 
write a "free paraphrase"--one in which the sentence pattern will 
be altered to avoid sounding stilted. Spatt also provides examples 
and exercises for leaming these techniques. 

Kennedy and Smith (1 986) propose an approach simi18r to 
that of Bazerman and Spatt, but provide more examples and 
exereses for the discrete steps than the other authors. Hence, 
their materials are probably more usefUl for ESL students. They 
discuss, for example, how to move phrases, and they indude an 
exerdse which provides practice in that skill. 

Setting aside the original ten 
Strategies such as moving phrases, changing voice, 

substituting synonyms and the like are important, but they may, 
if overemphasiZed, lead students to see paraphrasing as simply a 
matter of manipulating another writer's words. Students must 
eventually see paraphrasing more as an exerdse in rethinking 
information and letting it come out in their own voices. To this 
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end, the best strategy may be for the students to set astde the 
original text long enough to forget the wording but not the 
information. The paraphrases that result from this strategy are 
likely to be less artifida1 and more in tune With the students' own 
prose. Paraphrases written in this way can st111 be checked for 
accuracy by later scrutiny of the original alongside the 
paraphrase. 

USING PARAPHRASES 
Students who have been provided With passages to practice on 

and have written paraphrases in isolation are ready to leam the 
more diffiCUlt skill of USing paraphrases. To begin With, students 
must leam how to select appropriate passages for paraphrasing 
and how to integrate the paraphrases into their own texts. 

Selecting material to paraphrase 
Analyzing mater1a1 and relating it to ideas outside the text 

Uke producing paraphrases, using paraphrases begins With 
reading. Early in learning to read, students need to become 
aware of how different passages function in a text.. Many reading 
textbooks have exercises which help students recognize 
arguments, details. explanations, and examples. In addition to 
understanding how passages function Within the text in which 
they are found, students must also leam to relate the passages to 
ideas outside the text. The teacher can help students develOp this 
skill start.ing With the earliest stages of reading--by encouraging 
discussions which diverge from the reading and then go back to 
the text. to iSOlate passages which might relate to the discussion. 
Another way to help students deVelop the ~ of relattns a 
reading to ideas outside the readina is tb have students read 
texts from different sources on the same topic and discuss how 
the texts compare and contrast not only as a whole, but also in 
spec1fic passages. 

Examining sample research RApers 
HaVing students lOok at finiShed research papers can give them 

an idea of how other writers have chosen and used material for 
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paraphrasing. Many textbooks on wrtting research papers 
provide models, some including excerpts from the sources used. 
Both Bazerman (1985) and Lester (1 984) provide models with 
margtnal notes exptatnIng how the Writer used Various sources. 

Integrat.ing the RiDphrase 
In addition to selecting passages from sources, students must 

learn to integrate them into their papers. Again, examining how 
other Writers have handled this process, as in the exerdses In 
Bazerman (1 985) and Lester (1 984), can be helpful. Such 
textual features as how much original material appears with the 
paraphrases and how paraphrases and quotations can be 
combined can help students learn to make decisions when wrtting 
their own papers. Noting the language used to signal the 
purposes of the paraphrases--purposes such as presenting an 
opposing opinion or proViding an example--can guide students in 
making their own papers more coherent. 

Ibtlrob1em of the -cut=and-paste- paper 
A major piUall students need to aVOid is that of produCing a 

-cut-and-paste- paper. The cut-and-paste paper results from 
viewing source materta1 as bits of information to be pieced 
together. Students must be encouraged instead to view source 
material as something they can use to supplement their own 
ideas and Interpretations. Students who are not confident of 
their Eng11sh skills often have difficulty accepting this view, 
especially since most academic writing evolves out of reading. It 
becomes easy to let the sources take over; it becomes difficult for 
students to discover their proper roles as authors. 

How can the teacher help students become masters rather 
than servants of their sources? Having students set aside their 
readings and do preWriting activities (induding discussions) to 
explore their reactIons to the topic and what they have read can 
help them put the sources into perspective and arrive at their 
own point of view about the topic. Having established their own 
positions, they w111 be better able to provide solid skeletons of 
papers, to which they can add source material. If they establish 
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that skeleton ftrst, they have a paper which can stand on 1ts own, 
independent of its sources. 

A GRADUAL APPROACH 
In order to help students gain confidence in themselves as 

authors and competent users of source material, a gradual 
approach to using sources is helpfUl. Students can start by using 
interviews rather than artides as source material. USing 
·ordinary people· as sources shOUld encourage students to 
indude their own ideas (avoiding the ·cut and paste· problem), 
particularly if they have been guided to choose an interviewee 
with an opinion on a topiC which is in opposition to their own 
opinions. 

Students can begin including paraphrases of the spoken word 
early in their writing inStruction. Something as simple as 
discussing a topic with a dassmate and reporting the resUlts in a 
short paragraph can resUlt in a paraphrase such as the fOllOwing: 

Jose said that he thinks Americans are friendly, but I don't agree 
because no American has ever invited me to his house to eat. 

Later, a stm1lar exercise can be done with Written material: 
students can write essays on a topic, read each other's essays, 
and then write a report of how their ideas compared. This use of 
the classmates' writing as source material can proVide a painless 
entry into paraphraSing work using the written word as source 
material. 

Beginning to write papers from a single source rather than 
mUltiple sources makes the task of learning to use paraphrases 
less compHcated. The number of sources can be increased as 
students become more comfortable writing papers. As the 
number of sources increases, so does the need for skill in 
synthesiZing information, Munsell and Qough (1984), in a ten 
designed for advanced ESL Writers, proVide examples and 
exerctses to help students learn to Write syntheses. 

HaVing groups of students working from the same sources can 
be advantageous for both the students and the teacher. It allows 
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for discuSSions among the students on the topic and the readings. 
Furthermore, because the number of artides is minimized, the 
teacher can become familiar with all the reading material in 
order to guide the students in USing it and evaluate their success. 

If the teacher also provides the artides in the beginning stages 
of teaching how to write research papers, it eases the students' 
burden, allowing them to concentrate on the writing process. 
Also, this guarantees that appropriate source materials are 
used--sources which resemble those the students might use in 
later academic writing but which are suitable for their reading 
level. For a later paper, each student might be asked to provide 
one artiCle, and the sources can be pooled. EventUally, the 
students should be ready to accept full responsibility for 
researching sources. Two ESL texts which can help students 
develop researching skills are Shoemaker (1 985) and Byrd, 
Drum, and Wittkopf ( 1 981 ). 

By gradUally preparing students to use paraphrases in writing 
research papers, teachers will not only have made the process of 
writing papers less formidable, but will also have helped students 
learn important reading, Writing, and analyzing skills. 
o 
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The Self-Monitoring 
of Artie les and Verbs 

in ESL Written Production 

Barbara Schwarte 
Iowa State University 

Emito Matsumura-Lothrop 
Mexico City, Mexico 

This paper presents the results of a study analyzing the ability of 
31 advanced ESL students to self-monitor article and verb errors 
in their compositions. These two categories of grammatical 
errors were monitored in three successive steps: immediately 
after production and without prompting (that is, no indication of 
the error was given); one class meeting after production, also 
without prompting; and two class meetings after production, with 
prompting. The specific research questions were: (a) How 
frequently can article and verb errors be monitored without 
prompting? (b) How does a time lag between production and 
monitoring affect error detection? (c) How accurate are the 
monitorings? (d) How much do ESL learners vary in their 
monitoring ability? (e) Can monitoring practice lead to a decrease 
in errors? 

Although it is quite well-known that some adults learn a 
second language better than others, it is not so well-known why 
this is so. Several researchers, including Rubin (1975), Stem 
(1975), and Bialystock (1981) have suggested that one factor is 
the ability to self-monitor: good language learners analyze the 
content and form of their output before, during, and after 
production. The constant interaction between the good language 
learners' creative and critical faCulties may be responsible for 
their better internaliZation of the language system. The 
conSCious application of pedagogical rules allows the good 
language learners to check, either before or after production, the 
accuracy of their language. With frequent incorrect items, this 
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repeated focus may help lead to the automatic use of correct 
forms and improved language proficiency.l 

Because of its possible importance in improving language 
proficiency, self -monitoring is a skill that all ESt learners are 
encouraged to develop. To help them develop this skill when 
writing, instructors often use an error correction technique that 
involves both guided leaming and problem solving. Students are 
guided in making their own corrections by their instructors' 
having located and coded the errors. The students, in turn, must 
solve the problem of deciding what the correction should be. 
Learning is enhanced because students are active participants in 
the correction process: either they are reminded to apply a 
forgotten rule or they become aware of a rule not known. 

Although ESL learners are encouraged to monitor their 
written production, little has been ascertained about their ability 
to do so. Most monitoring studies have dealt with oral production 
(Krashen &; Pon, 1975; Schlue, 1977; White, 1977; Houck, 
Robertson, &; Krashen, 1978; Fathman, 1980). Given the 
differences between written and spoken language, we cannot 
assume that monitoring in one mode is comparable to that in the 
other. To date, only a few studies have focused on the monitOring 
of Written production. Hatch (1 979) cites one such study, 
Hassan (1978), which analyzed the changes ESL learners made 
on second and third drafts of compositions. Hassan found that 
learners made few grammatical changes and instead focused on 
such content aspects as vocabulary choice and the addition of 
details. Two other studies indicate that unskilled ESL Writers 
focus prematurely on form while making revts1ons. Zamel 
(1983), in her study of the composing processes of six advanced 

lElplicit knowledge of the pedagogical rules is not a requirement during 
mOnitoring. Learners often correct "by feel" (that is, by what "sounds 
right") and are not able to verbalize the rules they are using (Stafford and 
Covitt, 1978; Seliger, 1979). At the same time, monitoring does have 
limitations. It is limited to the simpler grammatical rules (for eumple, 
inflections, simple order changes, etc.>. It should also be restricted to 
situations where it does not interfere with communication, as in writing or 
prepared speech (Krashen, 198-4). 
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F.SL learners, noted that one unsklUed F.SL writer was "distracted 
by local problems" and seldom made changes that affected 
meaning. Raimes (1985) also observed that her unskilled ESL 
writers did not View editing as Just a "dean-up· operation but 
instead edited for grammatical errors during the composing 
process. There appears to be a need for further research in this 
area, particularly With regard to the ability of learners to 
monitor their own grammatical errors. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This paper presents the results of a small-scale, preliminary 

investigation into the ability of advanced ESL learners to correct 
grammatical errors in their written production. Focused on in 
this investigation was the monitoring of artide and verb errors.2 

The specific research questions were : 
1. How frequently can artide and verb errors be monitored 

Without prompting, that ts, by the learner atone, Without the 
teacher's intervention? 

2. How does a time tag between production and monitoring 
affect error detection? 

3. How accurate are the monitorings? 
4. How much do ESL learners vary in their monitoring ability? 
5. Can monitoring practice lead to a decrease in errors? 
The first question concerns the ease of monitoring article and 

main verb errors in written prodUction. To what extent are ESL 
learners able to correct such errors on their own, Without 
prompting by the instructor? 

Artldes and verbs were invest.tgated for two reasons. 
First, most ESL learners have difficulty With them, thus ensuring 

2 The decision to focus on article and verb errors was made before the 
data were collected. During the mOnitoring sessions. however. the students 
were told to monitor for all grammatical errors in order to determine the 
emphasis they give to various types of grammatical errors while 
monitoring. 

The verb errors analyzed were limited to those in verb phrases which 
include a finite verb. 
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en ample number of errors for monitoring. Second, articles and 
verbs differ in 'rule learnabilty: (Krashen, 1982), which is 
determined by relative simplicity of form and use. Article usage 
involVes rUles that are Simple in form but very complex in use 
(Hawkins, 1978). Verb usage involves rules that vary in 
simplicity: some, such as subject-verb agreement, are relatively 
simple; others, such as tense selection, are more complex. 

The second question probes the role of a time lag in the ease of 
monitoring. I t may be that, while some article and verb errors 
are detectable immediately, others can be recognized only when 
there is a break between production and monitoring. While 
Writing, learners must focus on both content and form. To 
monitor for grammatical errors, they must then 'switch gears' 
and focus only on form. A time lag might help learners separate 
these two aspects of their writing. 

The third question deals with the accuracy of monitoring. We 
need to know not only the frequency of the unprompted 
corrections but also their accuracy. How accurate are FSL 
learners when correcting article and main verb usage on their 
own? We also need to examine the accuracy of the prompted 
corrections in order to determine the difficulty learners have in 
making corrections once they have been located and coded. 

The fourth question examines variation in monitoring 
frequency among ESt learners. Of interest here is the degree of 
individual variation: are only a few ESt learners able to mOnitor 
article and main verb errors successfully without prompting? 

The fifth question investigates the effect of monitoring practice 
over time. Can such practice lead to a reduction in errors? It is 

hypothesized that the repeated analysis of errors involving 
iearnable' rules will lead to internalization of correct rules, 
resulting in greater accuracy over time. 

METHOD 
Subjects 

Subjects were 31 foreign students enrolled in two sections of 
an advanced, Sixteen-week composition course for foreign 
graduate students at Iowa State University. All subjects had a 
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score of more than 500 on the Test of English as a Foreign 
Language (TOEFL). The native languages of the subjects were 
Chinese (10), Korean (9), Spanish (4), Arabic (2), Indonesian (2), 
Japanese (2), Hebrew (1 ), and Malay (1). The tanguage groups 
were about equally represented in both sections. The sections 
were taught by the same instructor, Barbara Schwarte, and used 
the same syllabus and materials. 

Data elidtaUon 
Data for the study were collected from the initial and final 

compositions written by each of the 31 subjects. The topic of the 
compositions was the same for all subjects at both times: 
"Changes I would like to see made in my country.- In neither 
session did the subjects know beforehand what the topic would 
be. In both sessions, the subjects had 30 minutes in which to 
write their compositions. 

Monitoring procedure 
The monitoring took place in three sessions: the first a few 

minutes after the composition was written, the next two during 
the next two class meetings. 

The first monitoring session was separated from the composing 
time only by a short break, during which the subjects put their 
compositions in fOlders and rested a few minutes. They were not 
allowed to look at their compositions during this short break. 
Then the subjects were given until the end of the class meeting 
(about ten minutes) to make corrections in their compositions, 
the only stipulation being that new content (that is, new 
sentences or paragraphs) not be added. They were instructed 
not to erase an error but simply to indicate the correct form in 
the line above it. No help in correcting the errors was given. The 
subjects worked individually and were not allowed to use 
dictionaries or other references. 

In the second monitoring session, during the next class 
meeting (two days later), subjects were again given the 
opportunity to correct errors in the compositions they had 
written during the first session. Subjects were told to read 
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through the1r compos1tions and make additional corrections. 
They took hfteen mmutes to do thlS second monitoring. 

After the second monttormg period, the instructor went 
through each composition and located and coded various 
grammatical errors, including those under investigation. 
Corrections were indicated using a set of correction symbols 
familiar to the students. The symbols both located errors and 
coded them according to type (for example, wrong tense, 
improper deletion, etc) Errors miscorrected dUring the first two 
monitoring sessions were also marked. 

During the third monitoring session (at the next class meeting, 
two days after the second session), the subjects were given 50 
minutes to correct the errors that had been indicated by the 
instructor. 

After the third monitoring session, the instructor collected the 
compositions and checked the accuracy of the subjects' 
corrections. 

In addition to the sessions outlined above, the monitoring 
procedure also involved the tabulation of errors. When the 
compositions were returned after the third monitoring session, 
the subjects made a list of their errors, grouped according to 
type (for example, wrong tense, improper article deletion, etc.) 
They also indicated the corrections and, if possible, gave 
explanations for them. The completed tally sheets were collected 
and the explanations corrected by the instructor. The tally 
sheets were later returned to the subjects so that they received 
feedback on the adequacy of their explanations. 

The effectiveness of the mOnitOring procedure as a teaching 
technique was determined by having the 1 5 subjects in one 
section, the monitor group, use it with six additional in-c1ass 
compositions. The 16 subjects in thp. other section, the 
nonmonitor group, used the procedure only with the initial and 
final compositions. For au subjects, article and verb accuracy on 
the initial composition was compared with that on the final 
composition to see if those subjects using the monitoring 
procedure throughout the semester would have a greater 
reduction in errors over time. 
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Comparing 1n1tial and final compositions to determine the 
monitoring procedure's effectiveness is not without its 
limitations. Most importantly, the two Writing tasks may not be 
comparable measures. Whereas objective pretests and posttests 
are comparable because they can be the same or very similar, 
free writing tasks, even when on the same topic, may not be. 
Differences in performance over time, with regard to error 
frequency and type, may be due to subjects' having attempted 
more challenging or Just different structures and not to changes 
in their language profidency. This methodological weakness 
should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. 

RESUlTS AND DISCUSSION 
For the first four questions, data from the two writing sessions 

(initial and final) and from the two sections (the monitor group 
and the nonmonitor group) are combined. Differences between 
the two writing performances and the two groups are identified 
during discussion of the fifth question. 

Totals of 1,751 articles and 1,205 verbs were analyzed. The 
error analySis included not only incorrect forms but atso those 
that shOuld have been produced but were not (that is, improper 
deletions3) and those that were produced and should not have 
been (that is, improper insertions). Of the articles, 1,513 were 
correct, leaving 238 in need of mOnitoring. Of the verbs, 186 
reqUired monitoring. Eighteen of the main verbs contained two 
errors, making the total number of main verb errors 204. The 
correctness percentages for both grammatical items were qUite 
h1gh--8Mi; for articles and 84% for verbs--tndlcattng that 
neither item proved especially difficult for subjects to control. 

An error analySis was done to determine the frequency of 
different types of article and verb errors. Article errors 
included improper deletion, improper insertion, and wrong 

3 Because deletions were included, it is in fact more accurate to say that 
the study examined article sires and verb sires. For Simplicity, however, 
the shorter terms Ilrlic/e and verb will be used. 
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cholCe of article. Verb errors included subject -verb 
disagreement, wrong tense, wrong lexical choice, wrong form, 
Improper deletion, and improper insertion. (An example of each 
type IS presented in the appendiX.) Errors not falling neauy into 
the categories were discussed and judgment calls made. Forms 
occurring in garbled sentences were not included in the analysis. 

Results for question 1: Frequency of unprompted 
monitoring 

How frequently were article and verb errors monitored 
without prompting? Table 1 presents the number of articles and 
verbs monitored during each of the three monitoring seSSions. 

Table 1 

Number of article and Main Verb Errors Monitored 

Articles Main verbs 

number percentage number percentage 

Monitoring Session 1 19 8.0 2'5 123 
!immediate. unprompted) 

Monitoring Session 2 16 6.7 2'5 123 
(delayed. unprompted) 

Monitoring Session 3 168 70.6 118 '578 
(further delayed. prompted) 

Other 3'5 14.7 36 17.6 

Total 238 20~ 

'The category "other" refers to errors that were unintentionally overlooked by the 
In structor when locating and coding the errors or whose indication eliminated the 
need for correction. as in the case of improper insertion. 

Thirty-five of the 238 article errors and 50 of the 204 verb 
errors were monitored without prompting (that is, during the 
first and second monitoring sessions). The percentage of verb 
errors corrected Without aSSistance was about 1 0% higher than 
that for article errors ( 15% for articles versus 25% for verbs). To 
put it another way, a higher percentage of article errors had to 
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be pointed out by the tnstructor before the students COUld 
correct them. Although not especially high, the percentages 
indicate that unprompted monitoring can take place for both 
types of grammatical errors. 

Table 2 indicates the ease of detect.ing errors for different 
article and verb error types. For articles, all three error types 
were quite similar in monitoring ease (that is, one error type was 
not easier to detect than another). Int.erestingly, monitoring 

Table 2 

Monitoring Ease of Article and Main Verb Error Types 

Number Number Percentage 
of errors of errors of errors 

monitored monitored 
without without 
prompting* prompting 

Articles 

Improper deletion 120 18 1'~ 

Improper insertion 93 13 1.~ 

Wrong choice 2' • 16~ 

Total 238 3' 

Main verbs 

1I rong tense 79 17 22~ 

s-v disagreement '0 19 38~ 

W rong1enca1 choice ., • 9~ 

Improper deletion 13 • 31~ 

Wrong form 12 , 42~ 

Improper insertion , 20~ 

Total 20. 1O 

*The monitorings done during Monitoring Session I and Monitoring Session 2 have 
been combined. 
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frequency was not related to error frequency. Although deletion 
accounted for half of the article errors, it did not have a higher 
monitoring rate. For verbs, form errors, which were few in 
number, were the easiest to mOnitor. This is not surprising, Since 
form errors can usually be corrected through reference to 
conceptually easy rules. Subject -verb agreement errors were 
also fairly easy to detect, indicating that although difficult to 
control (50 of the 204 verb errors were of this type), they were 
not difficult to mOnitor. Tense and leXical chOice errors were 
difficult both to avoid and to detect: they were frequently made 
and infrequently monitored. The low monitoring rate for leXical 
chOice errors is surprising Since both Schlue (1977) and Hassan 
(1978) found that vocabulary selection was of primary concern 
when their students monitored. This may have been due to the 
fact that the subjects were told not to change content. They may 
have thought that changing leXical choice was a content change. 

Results for question 2: The effect of a time lag 
How did a time lag between production and monitoring affect 

error detection? For both articles and verbs, about the same 
percentage of errors was monitored during the first and second 
sessions (see Table 1). The time lag was helpful. Some errors 
could be monitored without it; others could not. Although it may 
be suggested that the errors mOnitored in the second session 
were those that subjects did not have time to mOnitor in the first, 
this did not appear to be the case. Most subjects turned in their 
compositions before the end of the first monitoring session. It 
WOuld be interesting to see if even more monlt.ortnS COUld have 
been done if the second session had occurred after a time lag of a 
week or more. 

Results for question 3: Monitoring accuracy 
How accurate were the mOnitoringS? Table 3 presents data on 

the accuracy of the unprompted and prompted monitorings. For 
articles, all of the 35 unprompted monitorings were correct. The 
prompted article monitoringS were not so accurate, but the 
percentage was still quite high. One explanation for the high 
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accuracy of the prompted article mOnltortngs is the fOrmal 
simplidt y of artide usage. Subjects had a good chance of making 
accurate corrections since there is a limited number of artide 
choIces. 

The monitorings for verbs were less accurate than those for 
articles. Uke those for articles. however. the unprompted 
mOnitorings were accurate more frequently than the prompted 
ones. This may indicate that the subjects found first those errors 
that were the easiest to correct. The only errors left for 
prompting were the harder ones to correct. Once a verb error 
was prompted, subjects had little difficulty figuring out its 
correction: over three-fourths of the prompted verb 
mOnitorings were accurate. This indicates that errors were 
probably due to the nonapplication of a known rule and not to 
unfamiliarity with the rule. It would be interesting to see if this 
accuracy decreases with profidency level. An analysis of the 
incorrect prompted verb monitorings reveals that the aspects 
most difficult to mOnitor accurately were tense and lexical choice: 
for each about a third of the mOnitorings were correct. This is 
not surpriS1ng since both of these aspects involve less 1eamable
rules. 

Table 3 

Accuracy of the Monitorings 

Articles 

Main verbs 

Unprompted monitoring sessions 

- correct -incorrect ",correct 

o 
8 

100 

M 

Prompted monitoring sessions 

- correct - incorrect "' correct 

1"9 

116 

89 

77 

Results for question 4: Variation in monitoring ability 
How much did learners vary in their mOnitoring ability? Table 

4 presents the unprompted mOnitoring rates of individual 
subjects. Only six subjects did no artide or verb mOnitoring on 
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Table 4 

Number of Unprompted Monitorings by Individual Subjects 

-M - Number of unprompted monitorings; -E - Number of errors. 
Monitor group: subjects 1-1~; nonmonitor group: subjects 16-31. 

Articles Main Verbs 

Time 1 Time 2 Total Time 1 Time 2 Total 

-M -E -M -E -M/-E '4 "M "E -M -E -M/-E '4 

Subject 

0 2 0 2 014 0 0 ~ 0 2 017 0 

2 6 3 219 22 3 ~ 4/6 67 

3 0 6 0 3 0/9 0 0 9 0 0 0/9 0 

4 0 7 4 1111 9 3 0 0 113 33 

~ 0 6 0 0/7 0 4 2I~ 40 

6 0 3 2 In 20 2 4 3/~ 60 

7 2 4 8 ~/I0 ~o 3 2 4 317 43 

8 0 3 0 8 0/11 0 0 3 0 3 0/6 0 

9 4 0 6 1/10 10 0 0 012 0 

10 0 3 2 4 217 29 4 4 218 2~ 

11 0 7 118 13 0 8 0 3 0/11 0 

12 0 2 4 116 17 2 8 0 ~ 2/13 1~ 

13 0 0 2 0/3 0 0 4 In 20 

14 0 2 3 In 20 0 3 0 0 0/3 0 

r~ 0 3 0 3 0/6 0 0 2 0 0/3 0 

16 3 7 0 ~ 3/12 2~ 4 4 ~ ~/9 ~6 

17 0 ~ 1/6 17 2 3 2 4 417 ~7 

18 0 6 , 1/11 9 0 3 0 0/" 0 

19 3 8 2 2 ~/I0 ~O 0 2 113 33 

20 0 0 0 4 0/4 0 0 2 7 1/9 11 
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ITable 4, continued) 
Articles Main Verbs 

Time 1 Time 2 Total Time 1 Time 2 Total 

#M #E #M #E #M/#E '4 #M #E #M #E #M/#E '4 

Subject 

21 0 9 3 10 3119 16 4 8 0 3 4/11 36 

22 0 3 0 4 017 0 0 0 012 0 

23 6 0 6 1112 8 4 0 1/~ 20 

24 0 2 0 9 0/11 0 ~ 9 6/10 60 

2~ 0 0 4 O/~ 0 0 2 2 2/3 67 

26 3 8 0 2 3/10 30 9 2 2/11 18 

27 0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 3 0 0/4 0 

28 0 0 2 0/3 0 3 0 2 1I~ 20 

29 2 6 2/8 2~ ~ 0 3 118 13 

30 2 0 1/3 33 2 2 7 3/9 33 

31 0 3 0 3 0/6 0 0 4 7 1111 9 

either the initial or final composition. Eighteen made at least one 
article correction, and 21 made at least one verb correction. The 
highest number of monitorings per subject on a composition was 
about the same for both grammatical items. One subject made 
four article corrections; another made five verb corrections. No 
one subject was responsible for a major portion of the 
unprompted monitonngs of either mides or verbs; the majority 
of subjects were able to make a few unprompted monitorings. 

Because of tile high proportion of Chinese and Korean subjects 
in the study, the monitorings of these two groups were 
compared. A comparison of the monitoring frequencies 
presented in Table 5 indicates that there was indeed a difference 
for verbs. This difference was statistically significant (p < 0.004). 
One explanation for the difference is found in the types of errors 
made by each group: the Korean subjects made more 
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subject -verb agreement errors whereas the Chinese subjects 
made more tense errors. The Koreans may have monitored 
more because their types of errors made it easier to do so. 

Table S 

A Comparison of Unprompted Monitorings by Chinese and Korean Subjects 

Articles Verbs 

# monitored #errot'S ~monitored # monitored #errot'S ~monitored 

Chinese 12 78 IH 11 79 14.0 
(N-I0) 

Korean 13 80 163 25 58 43.0 
(N-9) 

ResUlts for question 5: The effect of monitoring practice 
Did monitoring practice lead to a decrease in errors? As 

stated earlier, subjects in one section, the monitor group, used 
the monitoring procedure With SiX other in -clasS compositions, 
while subjects in the other section, the nonmonitor group, used it 
only with the compositions written at the beginning and end of 
the semester. The initial and final compositions were compared to 
see if use of the monitoring procedure throughout the course led 
to a greater reduction in errors on the final composition. The 
accuracy percentages are presented in Table 6. For articles, the 
percentages for both groups remained the same over time. For 
verbs, the nonmOnitor group showed essentially no change in 
the percentage of correct occurrences, while the monitor group 
had a 6% increase. The results of a paired t -test indicate, 
however, that the mOnitor group's improvement was not 
statistically significant (p < 0.1402 ). When fixed expressions 
such as as you know and / t11fn.l were not inCluded in the 
correctness percentages, the difference between the two 
performances was closer to a significant level (p < 0.0781). 

The findingS here are consistent with those observed in two 
other stUdies that have investigated the relationship between 
error feedback and improvement in grammatical accuracy. 
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Time I 

Time 2 

Time I 

Time 2 

Table 6 

Accuracy of Article and Verb Usage 
by Group and Time 

Articles 
Monitor Group NonmGnitor Group 
~ correct ~correct 

87 86 

87 86 

Verbs 
Monitor Group NonmGnitor Group 
~ correct ~correct 

83 84 

89 83 

Lalande (1982) investigated the effect of an error correction 
technique involving guided learning and problem solving with 60 
American college students enrolled in four intermediate German 
classes. Half of the subjects--the experimental group--were 
asked to correct errors that had been located and coded and to 
keep track of the different types of errors made. The remaining 
subjects--the control group--had their errors corrected by the 
instructors, and no record was kept. Twelve types of 
grammatical and orthographic errors were examined. Although 
the between-group difference was significant (that is, in 11 of the 
12 categories, subjects in the experimental group made 
significantly fewer errors than subjects in the control group), the 
within-group difference was not: within the experimental group, 
only orthographic errors realiZed a significant reduction from 
pretest to posttest. 

Another study investigating the effect of different types of 
feedback on error correction was conducted by Robb, Ross, and 
Shortreed (1 986). They contrasted four methods of proViding 
feedback on written errors: correction of errors by the 
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instructor, student correction of errors that were located and 
coded, student correction of errors that were located but not 
coded, and student correction of errors that were indicated only 
by putting the number of errors per line in the margin. The 
subjects were 1 34 Japanese college freshman learning English in 
Japan. No significant differences were found among the methods. 
Regardless of the type of feedback, subjects wrote progressively 
more accurate, fluent, and complex structures. 

Given that accuracy did not improve signifIcantly over time in 
this study for subjects who used the monitoring procedure (that 
is, they did not make significantly fewer errors at the end of the 
semester), an analysis was done to see if their error-detecting 
ability, at least, did improve. Schlue (1977), in her study on oral 
monitoring, observed that with practice her subjects became 
more skilled at detecting errors. 

Table 7 presents the percentage of unprompted article and 
verb monitorings by each group at both times. The greatest 
difference over time was in the monitoring of article errors by 
the monitor group. Further analysis revealed that this 
difference was due to an increase in the number of subjects 
monitoring and not just in the number of monitorings per 
subject; that is, whereas only three subjects made article 
monitorings in the initial composition, in the final composition 
eight did. The detection of article and verb errors by the 
nonmonitor group, on the other hand, was about the same for 
both the initial and the final compositions. For verbs, the 
monitor group again had an increase in monitoring frequency 
while the nonmonltor group had a decrease. Unfortunately, 
because of the small number of mOnitorings, conclusions about 
the effectiveness of the procedure are premature. The increases 
noted, however, suggest that this is an area for further research. 

Table 8 presents data on the accuracy of the monitorings at the 
beginning and at the end of the semester. For articles, the 
accuracy of the monitor group's monitorings increased only very 
slightly while that for the nonmonitor group decreased. For 
verbs, the monitor group's accuracy remained about the same 
while that for the nonmonitor group showed a fairly substantial 
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increase, 12~. The nonmonitor group's greater accuracy rate 
may be attributed to their haVing made more agreement and 
fewer tense errors in the final composition. The greater 
mOnitoring ease of subject -verb errors most l1kely contributed to 
the increase in accuracy. 

Table 7 

Frequency of Unprompted Monitorings by Group and Time 

Articles Verbs 

# monitored #errors ~monitored # monitored #errrors ~ monitored 
Monitor 
Group 

Time 1 3 ~1 6~ 8 ~3 1~~ 

Time 2 12 60 20~ 10 .co 2~~ 

Nonmonitor 
Group 

Time 1 12 ~9 20~ 18 ~4 33~ 

Time 2 8 68 18~ 14 ~7 2~~ 

Table 8 

Accuracy of Unprompted and Prompted Monitorings 
by Group and Time 

Articles Verbs 

# correct #io.c.lNC* ~cor. #correct #io.c.lNC* ~cor. 
Monitor 
Group 

Time 1 .co 2 91~ 34 12 74~ 

Time 2 ~3 3 9~~ 26 10 72~ 

Nonmonitor 
Group 

Time 1 38 3 93~ 29 14 67~ 

Time 2 ~, 9 86~ 42 11 79~ 

*Ne e 110 change was made even though it was indicated 
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CONCLUSION 
Although limited, this investigation has provided further 

inSight into the monitoring of grammatical errors in written 
production. In sum, with regard to the 31 advanced ESL 
learners in this study, the specific findings were as follows: 

1. Twenty-five percent of the verb errors and fifteen percent 
of the article errors were detected and corrected by the subjects 
without aSSistance from the instructor. The different types of 
article errors were monitored with aoout the same frequency, 
but different types of verb errors were monitored with different 
frequencies. 

2. Aoout half of the unprompted monitorings occurred during 
the first monitoring seSSion (that is, immediately after 
production). 

3. Article errors were mOnitored accurately more frequently 
than verb errors. For ooth types of errors, the unprompted 
monitorings were accurate more often than the prompted 
monitorings. 

4. Four-fifths of the subjects were able to make at least one 
unprompted article or verb monitoring. 

5. Subjects using the monitoring procedure throughout the 
semester exhibited a decrease in verb errors but not in article 
errors. This decrease in verb errors, however, was not 
statistically Significant. Subjects uSing the procedure with only 
the initial and final compositions showed no decrease in either 
type of error. 

These findings indicate that whlle the self-mOnitOring of 
articles and verbs in written production is not easy, even for 
advanced students, it is possible. These findings also indicate that 
monitoring practice may have only a marginal effect on 
improving grammatical accuracy. 

One practical implication of the first finding is that ESL learners 
shOuld be given the opportunity to monitor their in -class 
writing. This would result in the instructor having to make fewer 
corrections later. Because students often do not budget their 
time in order to mOnitor after production, instructors need to 
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incorporate such time into the writing task. FOllOWing the 
monitoring procedure in this study, the instructor can allow time 
for monitoring in the class session after the composing session. 

Even though monitoring practice may not lead to a statistiCally 
significant decrease in errors, the merits of the procedure are 
not diminished. One benefit of such an approach is that, along 
With the tabUlation of errors, it involves learners more aCtively 
in the correCtion process. Learners discover by themselves the 
patterns in their errors. Moreover, they must determine as best 
they can the causes of these errors. (The learners' explanations 
can be most revealing, as the research on introspection has 
shown [Seuger, 1979; Cohen & Robbins, 1976). Some learners 
have misformed rules or no rules at all for processes that are 
seemingly straightforward.) Second, the tallying of errors helps 
instructors be more consistent when marking compositions. 
Ineffective feedback is often due to inStructors' not being 
systematic in the types of errors corrected (Rivers, 1968; Cohen 
& Robbins, 1976). The tally reminds instructors of students' 
recurring errors so that these can be focused on. 

Although mOnitoring shOUld be encouraged, it shoUld alSO be 
relegated to the final stage of the composing process. Excessive 
attention to form during the writing session can eat up the time 
that is better spent on prewriting and the monitoring of content 
and organiZation while composing (Pianko, 1979). If students 
know that they W111 have an opportuntt y to correct grammatiCal 
errors later, they can attend to the task at hand while writing-
getting their ideas down on paper in an organiZed and develOped 
manner. 

More research into the monitoring process is, of course, 
needed. First, the correction of a Wider range of errors needs to 
be examined because it woUld be worthwhile to know which 
errors are most affected by the monitoring procedure. The 
relative seriousness of these errors also needs to be examined: 
are the errors most frequently monitored alSO the ones which 
are the most serious? In other words, does saliency derive more 
from the learnability of the rUle or from the graVity of the 
error? This aspect of monitoring was not addressed in the 
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present study 
Second, we need to know if the effectiveness of the monitOring 

procedure can be enhanced. It might be more effective if its use 
1s lim1ted to one 1earnable" error at a time. In other words, when 
monitoring, subjects should focus on only one or two salient 
error types. Just as the detection of errors is enhanced through 
such focus (Knapp, 1 972), so may its effectiveness be also. The 
monitoring procedure is also probably more effective with lower 
profiCiency learners /·&hough White (1 977) did not find a 
difference in the monitoring ability of intermediate and advanced 
ESL learners, the former may show a greater reduction in errors 
over time because of their tendency to make frequent form 
errors, which are more susceptible to eradication since they 
involve 1earnable" rules. 

Third, it would be interesting to compare the monitorings made 
in response to the three types of correction stimuli used by Robb, 
Ross, and Shortreed (1986): locating and coding errors, locating 
errors without coding, and indicating the number of errors in 
the margin line by line without coding. We need to know which 
errors can be detected under various conditions. 

A fourth direction for further research involves investigating 
the monitoring of writing done outside of class. We need to know 
if out -of -class writing is mOnitored in the same ways as in-class 
writing or if the two types of analyses involve different 
strategies. 
Q 
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APPENDIX 

Article and verb error types 

[Explanations are provided only vhere the error label is not self-explanatory.J 

Error E:a:planation Eumple 

Articles 

Improper deletion Article needed but deleted. I lite United States. 

Improper insertion Article not needed but I vent to the Colorado. 
inserted. 

Wrong choice Wrong choice among the I vant to go around a 
three forms •. 1U1. and Ibtl. vorld before I die. 

Verbs 

Subject-verb Subject and verb disagree Women is treated veIl. 
disagreement in number, 

Wrong tense I tate 3 courses last semester. 

Wrong lexical choice I feel difficulty talking. 

Wrong form It tooks three hours. 

Improper deletion Verb needed but deleted. This kind of tough. 

Improper insertion Verb inserted but not needed. Our system is looks lite here. 
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Cboosing Helpful 
Examples of Structures 

Eric S. Nelson 
University of Minnesota 

Every language teacher is called on at times 10 provide examples 
of structures. Even teachers who strongly believe in teaching 
language in context must occasionally present examples of 
language on display out of context. Ideally, these examples will 
be effective; they will help students understand. This paper 
proposes nine questions that teachers can ask when searching for 
effective examples of structures. EIamples from ESL textbooks 
are examined in light of the questions and found in some cases 10 

be inadequate. The questions give rise 10 ten principles of 
exemplification against which examples can be tested. 

Imagine that you are teaching an advanced ESt class and are 
called on to proVide an example of the passive vOice with Will. 
You write on the board: 

( I) The new highway will be completed in two years. 

A student asks, "Can I omit -ed 1- You answer, "No; you have to 
have -ed when you form the passive vOice With a regular verb: 
!he new bighlY8y Will be .... - Stopping, you see that you're 
headed for an apparent counterexample to the rule you've just 
stated: wf11 be complete doesn't sound so bad after all. Your 
chOice of example has gotten you into trouble. 

Imagine another class in which you are asked to proVide an 
example of some different ways of connecting clauses in a way 
that shows contrast. You begin to write a set of sentences on the 

An earlier version of this paper appeared in .iMP... direcUons hr Tli.'fOI.: 
Prot:eediDgs of tIJe Sf!tXJIld NidlVesl l1iSOl aJ/II'ereJ1(.'(I. Bloomington, IN: 
INTESOL. 
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board: 

(2) One of her eyes is blue, but her other eye is green. 
(3) One of her eyes is blue, yet her other eye is green. 
(4) One of her eyes is blue; however, her other eye is green. 
(5) One of her eyes is blue; on the other hand, her other eye is green. 

Stepping back, you scrutinize the set. The first sentence seems 
okay, the second not bad. But the sentence with however 
somehow doesn't ring true, and the last one is downright 
freakish. Again, it's a problem in the chOice of examples. 

All teachers, even those who are committed to teaching 
language in context, are called on from time to time to produce 
examples of language on display out of context. When we are 
asked to come up with an example of a structure, we hope to 
produce language that sounds natural, exemplifies what it is 
intended to exemplify, and enlightens students without inViting 
distracting questions. And this we have to do, often, with little 
time for thought. Textbook writers face the same challenge, and 
although they have advantages of time and editorial help, they 
nevertheless produce bad example sentences from time to time. 
(Examples 2 - 5 above are, in fact, from a publiShed textJ 

My goal in this paper is to encourage teachers and materials 
writers to give some thought to what makes an example good or 
bad or in between. I will propose nine questions that we can ask 
ourselves when we examine sentences that are used as examples 
of structures. I will present examples, some from texts and some 
of my own, and will measure them against the questions.1 

1 The order of the questions is not significant. All eumples not attributed 
are my own. The telts are these: 

Telt A - Azar (1981) 
Telt D - Danielson & Hayden (1973) 
Telt F - Frank (1972) 
Telt 1: -Krohn (1971) 

Eumples (2) - (5) are from Tell M2. 

Telts Ml and M 2 - Maclin (1981 
and (second edition! 1987) 
Telt P - Pollock (1982) 
Telt S - Stevenson (1987) 

The purpose of this paper is not to criticize teltS. No elhaustive 
eIamination of telts was undertaken, so no conclusions about the 
effectiveness of the eIamples in any of the telts is justified. 
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Some of my questions are Closely related With others, and some 
overlap is inevitable. Some of the examples I discuss with respect 
to one question could as well be discussed under another 
qUestion. I W111 make some of my points more than once, in 
different places and in different ways. This is deliberate: my hope 
is that a reader who is not convinced at one point may be 
convinced by a later statement of the same argument in another 
way. 

The ftnal section of the paper liSts some prtndples of 
exemplification, all but one of which are derived directly from the 
questions. That section will serve as a summary. 

NINE QUESTIONS ABOUT EXAMPLES OF STRUCTURE 
Question 1: Considering the context and content of the 
example, is the use of the target structure in the example 
appropriate? (Contttrt here means situat.iomll mntezt. It may 
be a Situational context that is given, or it may be one that the 
student is expected to imagineJ 

Consider the use of a fronted-preposition relative clause in an 
example such as (6): 

(6) The music to which we listened last night was good. 
(Telt A. page 211 ) 

No context is given for the example, so we have to imagine a 
context. The topiC of the sentence suggests conversation, as does 
the use of the deictic elements we and I8st niJ1ht. The problem, of 
course, is that the target structure--the relative clause with a 
fronted preposition --is generally used in more formal contexts; it 
does not sound natural for most speakers in a sentence of 
ordinary conversation. The use of the target structure in (6) is 
therefore not appropriate to the content of (6) or to the context 
that we most readily imagine for the sentence. Alternatively, we 
might say that we can tmagtne no context for (6)--because it 
includes elements that suggest an informal context as well as one 
element, the target structure, that points to a formal context. 

A second example of the same target structure 111ustrates the 
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same problem: 

(7) She is the woman about whom I told you. 
(Telt A, page 211) 

If we are to imagine a context for (7), it is again conversation; yet 
we can only condude that the person who speaks such a 
sentence does not use English as most native speakers do. (It 
looks as though the author has tried to suggest a formal context 
with the uncontracted she IS. Given the content of the sentence. 
however, the lack of contraction is not enough to convince the 
reader to accept the sentence as belonging to formal discourseJ 

Now compare (6) and (7) With another example of the same 
structure: 

(8) These are the earlier poets from whom Shakespeare 
drew many of his ideas. 
(Telt M2, page 289) 

The academic content of (8) suggests a more formal context for 
the sentence. We imagine (8) to be a sentence in a lecture or a 
piece of academic writing. Since the use of the target structure is 
natural to such contexts, (8)--un11ke (6) and (7)--sounds 
natural. 

A similar mismatch between the target structure and context 
and content occurs in (9), which is intended to exemplify the use 
of therefore: 

(9) It was raining; therefore, I carried an umbrella. 
(Telt M2, page 87) 

Given the trivial content of (9)' the use of l.berefare is 
unnatural. A more appropriate example would have less trivial 
content: 

(10) In the 19th century West, mail delivery was unreliable, 
and in remote places, mail often came only a few times 
during the year; therefore the arrival of a letter was an 
important occasion. 
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It may be argued that the shorter and SImpler example of (9) 
does a better job than (10) in making it easy for the student to 
see at a glance the relationship between two clauses that 
therefore expresses. I agree. I only want to point out that (9) is 
defident in one respect, and that for that reason it may not be 
the best model for the target structure. I suggest that a teacher 
or text writer who uses an example like (9) shoUld at least indude 
alongside it an example like ( 1 0), which is more true to the way 
t.here/ore is really used. 

Question 2: Does the example illustrate the need for the target 
structure? (Does the target structure contribute information to 
the sentence? Is there another structure that woUld do the job 
as well?) 

If the target structure contributes information to the sentence, 
and if no other structure woUld be a good substitute for the 
target structure, we can say that the example illustrates the 
need for the target structure. The example in (11) fails to 
illustrate the need for the target structure, the infinitive phrase 
With too: 

( 11) That bOI is too heavy Cor Bob to lift. 
(Ten A, page 199) 

To see that this is so, we need only to compare (11 ) with (12): 

(12) That bOI is too heavy Cor Bob. 

In most contexts, (12) woUld be interpreted exaCUy as (11 ) is. 
There is no need for the infinitive in (11); the target structure 
contributes no information that is not equally well understood 
when it is absent. If we modify (1 1 ) slightly, we can make the 
target structure more informative: 

( 13) That bOI is too wide Cor Bob to lift. 
(14) That bOI is too heavy Cor Bob to lift with one hand. 
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The examples in ( 1 5) also fail to illustrate the need for the target 
structure: 

( IS) A student came into the room. I looked at the student. 
Some students came into the room. I looked at the students. 
I drank some water. The water was very cold. 
(Text A, page 386) 

The examples are intended to illustrate two things: the use of t11e 
with any kind of noun --singular, plural, or uncountable--and 
the use of the and a repeated noun to show identity with a 
preceding noun phrase. The target structure does contribute 
information--lt shows the identity of the two noun phrases in 
each sentence--but the target structure is not necessary, and in 
fact would probably be avoided in sentences like those in (15) in 
favor of another means the grammar prOVides to contribute the 
same information: 

( 16) A student came into the room. I looked at her. 
Some students came into the room. I looked at them. 
I drank some water. It was very cold. 

An example from another text shows that it is not diffiCUlt to 
exemplify the same target structure in such a way that the 
example illustrates the need for the target structure: 

(17) Here's a pen, some paper, and some envelopes. 
Please return the pen, but you can keep the paper 
and the envelopes. 
(TextD, page 117) 

Another way of getting at the point of question (7), for some 
examples at least, is to put it this way: does the example illustrate 
an obligatory application of a rUle? SUppose that we want to 
illustrate the "double possessive" structure: 

(18) A friend almine 19 coming to visit next week. 
( I 9) A friend a[ the teacher's is coming to visit next week. 
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In (16), the structure is obugatory in the sense that the 
pronoun must be possessive: • alr.itJ.nd 0/ me is not correct. In 
(19), however, the possessive is not obligatory: we can equally 
well say 8 friend 0/ !.he teacher. For this reason, (18) is the 
better example; it better illustrates the need for the structure. 

Question 3: Does the example encourage the student to form a 
false hypothesis about the target structure? 

Suppose we choose to 111ustrate the passtve vOice in the Simple 
past tense with this example: 

(20) My dog was hit by a car. 

The example is consiStent with at least three possible hypotheses 
about how the Simple past passive is formed: (a) using a past 
form of be and the base form of the main verb, (b) using a past 
form of be and the Simple past form of the main verb, and (c) 
using a past form of be and the past parlidple of the main verb 
(the right hypothesis). The example itself does not diSprove any 
of the hypotheses. The reason, of course, is an acddental 
properly of the main verb hit : its prindpal parts are identical. 
We might inStead try an example such as this: 

(21) My dog was enmined by a veterinarian. 

But even (21) is consistent with one of the false hypotheses, (b). 
We can eliminate both of the false hypotheses by using a verb 
that has a past parUdple distinct from its base form and its past 
tense form: 

(22) My dog was eaten by a tiger. 

Example (22) is not consistent with either of the false 
hypotheses, (a) or (b). There may be other false hypotheses that 
it is consistent With, but we have elminated at least two. 

An example of "causative .have" illustrates the same problem: 

(23) He had the barber cut his hair very short. 

The student who is given (23) as an example of causative .have 
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with an active complement 1s free to assume that cut 1s a base 
form, a past form, or a past participle. An example with another 
verb shows that the verb in the complement is a base form: 

(24) He had the barber trim his beard. 

In both (20) and (23), the problem was the choice of verb. In 
(25), the problem is the choice of pronoun: 

(25) I appreciated her taking the time to help. 

As an example of a possessive + gerund form of complement, her 
t ... «.inll t.he time ta help may be misleading in that her is not 

uniquely possessive: he.r is also an object form. A better 
example would substitute /her, his , or your. The improved 
example would not allow the student to analyze the pronoun in 
the complement as an object form rather than a possessive. 

Of course, it is never possible to eliminate all possible false 
hypotheses that students may initially form about structures; 
but With some care, we can hope to el1m1nate at least some of the 
obvious ones. 

Question 4: What does the student need to know about the 
world in order to understand the example? 

If we want to exempUfy the use of epistemlc must (must for 
statements of inference), we might choose an example such as 
(26): 

(26) John's last name is O'Hara. He must be of Irish descent. 

In order to appreciate the use of must in (27), the student must 
know that O'Har.'1 is an Irish name. If the student doesn't know 

. this, the information in the first sentence does not--for the 
student --constitute evidence for the conclUSion that the second 
sentence expresses In order to use (27) as an example of 
epistemiC must without assUming too much about the student's 
knOWledge of the world, we need to add a little information: 
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(27) john's last name is O·Hara. Than an Irish name. 
so he must be of Irish descent. 

Consider next an example that illustrates the use of 81t./1oUJ!h 
to introduce a concesstve Clause: 

(28) Although I prefer warm climates. I took my 
vacation in NeWfoundland. 

A student who knows that Newfoundland does not have a warm 
cttmate is on the way to understanding this use of mt.lJou8h-
both its syntax and its meaning. For the student who doesn't 
know this, the example illustrates nothing but the syntax. 

Question 5: Will the student know how examples in a set relate 
to each other? (Are they paraphrases? Do they give different 
information? Contradictory information?) 

Consider the folloWing rule and examples for "causative have." 

(29) (rule] Use h6ye with an object followed by a bare infinitive. 
(30) (eumple) Emma had everyone come to her party. 
(31) (eumple) Paul has Stephanie buy the tickets. 
(32) (rule) Use h6ye with an object followed by an -inK form. 
(33) (eumple) Emma had everyone coming to her party. 
(34) (eumple) Paul has Stephanie buying the tickets. 

(Telt MI. page 71) 

The student who reads these rules and examples Will probably 
assume (no doubt correctly) that the sentences about Emma are 
not intended to have any relationship to the sentences about 
Paul. There is nothing to suggest a relationship: no content words 
are repeated, and the topiCS of the sentences are different. But 
what is the student to assume about the two sentences about 
Emma (or the two about Paul)--which differ only in the presence 
of -Jng? Does the -Jng change the meaning? The text does not 
say. ApparenUy the student is expected to understand, Without 
being told, that in spite of the syntactic difference, the sentences 
are not paraphrases. And, of course, they are not. But 
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elsewhere in the same text, the student finds this example of an 
active-passive pair: 

(3S) A flood destroyed Mr. johnson's house. 
(36) Mr. johnson's house was destroyed by a flood. 

(Telt Ml. page 238) 

Here again, the student is not told whether the sentences are 
paraphrases. But in this case the student's judgment must be 
just the opposite of the judgment made (one hopes) about the 
sentences with Emma and PaUl. For (35) and (36), the student is 
expected to understand that, in spite of a significant syntactic 
difference, the sentences are paraphrases. 

An unstated pnndple, which I W111 call the prtndple of m1n1mal 

difference, seems to exert a great influence on teachers and 
textbook authors in their exemplification of structures. The 
prindple of minimal difference says that in order to focus on a 
structural contrast, we shoUld present contrasting target 
structures in sentences that differ minimally. It is the prindple 
that leads to examples like these (as well as others we have 
already seen): 

(37) john likes milk. and so does Mary. 
(38) john likes milk. and Mary does too. 
(39) john doesn't like milk, and neither does Mary. 
(40) john doesn't like milk, and Mary doesn't either. 

(Telt A, page 267) 

(The target structures, of course, are the forms in the second 
conjuncts.) 

We may feel that examples like (37) - (40) reqUire less of the 
student than examples that don't differ minimally: once the 
student has read the first line of the series he does not need to 
process any more new words or structures other than the target 
structures. But there is another task that examples like these 
require of the student. To appreciate this task, we need to ask 
ourselves what steps we go through in interpreting examples like 
(37) - (40). When we read (37), we imagine a situational context 
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that the sentence might fit Into (as we do for any sentence out of 
context). Then we read (38), and the repetition of words 
encourages us to keep In mind the same imagined context: these 
are the same people In the same Situation. The second sentence is 
odd, however, in that it gives no new information--contrary to 
our normal expectation that successive sentences about the same 
situation Will give different information. We either accept this 
abnormality or we imagine a new context for (38). We read (39). 
Again, the repetition encourages us to keep In mind the same 
context. If we do this, however, we find that (39) contradicts 
(37) and (38). We either accept this contradiction or imagine a 
different context --and so it goes. 

I believe that most students can cope easily with examples like 
(37) - (40) once they have become text-wise and have learned 
to accept contradictions and sentences that give no information. 
But I suggest that we can easily avoid relying on the student's 
tmag1nation--and still follow the prlndple of mtnima1 difference In 
spirit. We can allow the student to keep the ssme context in 
mind, and at the same time focus dearly on the structural 
difference we are try1nS to get across, With examples like (41) -
(44): 

(41) John likes milk, and so does Mary. 
(42) John likes beer, and Mary does too. 
(43) John doesn't like coffee, and neither does Mary. 
(44) John doesn't like tea, and Mary doesn't either. 

The contrast of the target structures still stands out, and the 
student is now free to imagine the same context for all of the 
sentences. This is not to say that the sentences now group 
together as a natural-sounding discourse; but each sentence 
does give new information, and there are no contradictions. 

With semantiCally complex target structures, examples that 
follow the prindple of minimal difference may confound even a 
text -wise student. Consider the following examples of three 
types of conditional sentences: 

(45) If he knows the answer, he will tell her. 
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(46) If he knew the answer, he would tell her. 
(47) If he had known the answer, he would have told her. 

(Text K, page 257) 

The syntactic differences among (45) - (47) are salient enough-
the examples follow the prindple of minimal difference--but the 
students' mental task is considerable. If the students understand 
(45), they imagine for it a context in which the speaker does not 
know whether "he" knows the answer. When they read (46), 
they must imagine a context in which the speaker knows that 
"he" does not know the answer. The students must either accept 
this contradiction or imagine that (46) fits a different context. 
The writer of these examples is careful to make it clear to the 
student that the sentences apply to different situations, but the 
problem remains that the situations are inconsistent with each 
other. Again, some small changes allow us to imagine the same 
situation for all of the sentences, while fOllOwing the prtndple of 
minimal difference in spirit: 

(48) If he knows the answer to number 5, he will tell her. 
(49) If he knew the answers to all of the questions, he would tell her. 
(50) If he had known the answers to the questions on last 

week's quiz, he would have told her. 

I beHeve that (48) - (50) are at least a small improvement over 
(45) - (47). They do not require the student to form 
contradictory sets of presuppositions for each sentence. Each 
sentence does, obviously, require a dille.rent presupposition, but 
these presuppositions are COnsistent with each other. 

In a section about tenses in Text S, we find these examples: 

(51) I have lived here for ten years. 
(52) I have been living here for ten years. 
(53) I had lived there for ten years before we moved. 
(54) I had been living there for ten years before we moved. 
(55) I will have lived here for ten years by fall. 
(56) I will have been living here for ten years by fal1. 

(Ten S, p. 124) 

In this set, the author has made a helpful switch from the first 
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pair of sentences to the second: t.IJer8 replaces h8re, alloWing 
the second pair of sentences to be consistent with the first. The 
third pair, however, fails in this regard; it is not consistent with 
the first pair. Here too, a change as small as the change of hen; 

to there would solve the problem: if ten becomes eleven , the 
entire set of examples is consistent with the same situation. 

It is the prindple of minimal difference, of course, that accounts 
for many of the most unnatural-sounding examples in texts, 
inCluding some that we have already looked at. The example 
quoted above about t.he music to whicIJ w Us/.8n8d is from a set 
of examples that follows the prindple of minimal difference: 

(57) She is the woman about whom I told you. 
(58) She is the woman whom I told you about. 
(59) She is the woman that I told you about. 
(60) She is the woman I told you about. 

(Telt A. page 211 ) 

It should be clear, however, that the more natural example we 
quoted can also be presented in such 8 set: 

(61) These are the earlier poets from whom Shakespeare drew 
many of his ideas. 

(62) These are the earlier poets whom Shakespeare drew his 
ideas from. 

(63) These are the earlier poets that Shakespeare drew his ideas 
from. 

(64) These are the earlier poets Shakespeare drew his ideas from. 
(Telt M2. page 289) 

The more academic content which makes (61 ) an improvement 
over (57) is acceptable in botJJ the formal and informal varieties 
of relative clause, unlike the conversational content of (57). 

Question 6: Is the example sentence fiction? 
I make 8 distinction between fiction and nonfiction sentences. 

A glance at some pairs of sentences will show what I mean: 
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fIDiQn Nonfiction 

(65a) Mary's hat is similar (65b) Norway is similar to 
to Jane's hat. Sweden in its climate. 
(Telt F. page 124) (Telt MI. page 92) 

(66a) If you had told me (66b) If Reagan had lost the 
about the problem. I 1984 election. he would 
would have helped you. have gone back to 
(Telt A. page 344) California. 

(67a) They have waited (67b) Alaska has belonged to 
since 10:00. the U.S. since 1867. 

(Telt MI. page 336) 

The fiction sentences are one-sentence stories that are not tied to 
anything in the real world. The nonfiction sentences are about 
the real world; they do not require any imagination to interpret. 
If 1 present (600) as an example of a certain type of hypothetical 
conditional sentence, 1 have to make it dear to my students that 
"you" did not ten "me" and that "I" did not help "you" (whoever 
"you" and "I" may be). The students need this knOWledge in order 
to understand the conditional pattern. And every student in the 
dass (except, of course, those who already know the target 
structure and can draw the right inferences) must get this 
information from the t.eac.her. The students' knoWledge of the 
world will not help them, because the sentences are fiction. 

If instead of (600) 1 use (66b) as my example, 1 can hope that 
at least some of my students already know the necessary 
background informaUon--that Reagan did not lose in 1984 and 
that he did not go back to California. Those students who know 
these facts and look at (66b) in tight of them already know what 
they need to know to understand the idea of unreal conditionalS; 
they do not need to hear it from the teacher. (And those who do 
not know the historical information are no worse off with [66b) 
than with [6001.) 

Let's compare (600) ~d (66b) in another way. Let's imagine 
that (600) has been written on the blackboard. There is 
discussion : 
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Student: can I say "If you told me"? 
Teacher: Yes, but then you have to say "would help." 
Student: If you told me, I would help you. That"s okay? 
Teacher: Yes, but the meaning is different. 
Student: Different meaning? 
Teacher: Yes. Now it means .... 

Now let's imagine that (66b) is our example. The exchange 
between teacher and student might run like this: 

Student: can I say "If Reagan lost the 1984 election"? 
Teacher: No. We're talking about the past, the election of 

1984. Reagan didn't lose that election. So we say, "If 
he had lost ..... 

The use of the nonfiction example allows the teacher to focus on 
the structure at hand Without being led into a dtscuss10n of 
related structures. 

Question 7: Is there anything in the example that might keep 
the student from focusing on what is important? 

Text M 1 , in presenting -causative haJ'9, - uses these examples: 

(68) john had his hair trimmed. 
(69) We have just had a new house built. 

(TeIt MI, page 71) 

Both examples 111ustrate the rule, but the second example 
indudes something which could lead the student off the track-
that is, cause the student to focus on the wrong thing. The rule 
mentions have With a past parUdple, but in (69) there are two 
uses of have and two past partidples. By exemplifying causative 
have in the present perfect form, the author has introduced 
another have and another past partidple. Students must 
eventually be able to deal With sentences like (69), of course, but 
if they are Just begtnn1ng to work with the structure, they may 
well find (69) confUSing. 

In (70), something quite different may lead the student off the 
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track 

i70 I Although the weather was warm, I wore a light jacket. 

The potentially misleading element is 1i5"11t. A student who 
understands (70) properly will understand that the speaker 
means "I wore a light jacket instead of no jacket at all." A student 
who focuses on 141Jt may be confused by the apparent meaning 
HI wore a light jacket instead of a heavy one "--which , of course, is 
inconsistent with the L'l1thoui>"11 clause. An improved example 
would simply omit light. 

Question 8: Does the example exemplify what it is intended to 
exemplify? 

It may seem that this question is too obvious to mention, and 
in fact cases of examples which don't show what they are 
intended to show are rare in published texts. They are not so 
rare in manuscript versions of texts, however, and on 
blackboards in classrooms. Many structures in English are 
miSleadingly Similar to other structures, and it is inevitable that 
teachers will at times make the mistake of choosing an example 
which is not an example of the intended structure. Consider this 
set which, in a careless moment, might be used to exemplify 
embedded questions. 

(71) Tell me what you want. 
(72) Tell me who they hired. 
(73) Tell me where he is. 
t 74) Tell me when she calls. 
(75) Tell me why you want the job. 
(76) Tell me how old you are. 

A close examination will reveal that the subordinate clause in 
(74) is probably not an embedded question at all. The most likely 
interpretation of (74) is one in which it is synonymous with 
Wl1en she c .. '"1lb~. tel! me. If we change ClJl/s to c .. 'lf.fed, (74) is a 

clearer example of a sentence with an embedded question. 
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Question 9: How much does the example atone leU the student? 
Text A exemplifies sht.)(J/(J, OUJl/1t to, and had better for 

expressing adVisability in this way: 

(77) I should lose some weight. 
(78) I ought to lose some weight. 
(79) You should study harder. 
(80) You ought to study harder. 
(81) You shouldn't leave your keys in your car. 
(82) The gas tank is almost empty. We had better stop at the nelt 

service station. 
(Telt A. pages 150 and 151) 

The sentences in (77) and (78) exemplify the syntax of should 
and 0UJl/11 to weU enough, but they fail to reinforce the notion 

of adVisability. The context of the target structure in the 
examples is in fact consistent with other modal meanings: 1 might 
lose some weight, 1 must lose some weight, 1 coUld lose some 
weight. The students don't know who ·1· is. Unless they already 
know the target structure and can therefore draw the right 
inference, they do not know that .r- is overweight. The example 
does not reinforce the meaning of should and c1UglJt to.. because 
the context I .kJSe same weIJl/11 does not give any sure 
dues. 

The contexts of the target structures are a little richer in (79)
(81). The students don't know who ·you· is, but if they believe 
(as they weU may) that it is advisable for every<JfJt.'f to study 
harder and that is inadVisable for 8fl}'tJne to leave keys in a car, 
then they receive some reinforcement of the notion of 
advisability. 

F1na1Iy, in (82), the context of had lJelter is rich enough to 
provide good reinforcement of the meaning of the target 
structure. The sentence in (82) dearly teUs more about had 
better than (77) tells about s/xJuJd, and it does this at a cost of 

only a few more words. 
Another set of examples, alSo inVOlVing should, comes from 

Text P. Under the heading Ezpressing past t.ime with shoUld + 
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have + past part.l£tpJe, the student reads: 

(83) Obligation: You should have voted in the election. 
(84) Elpectation: We should have arrived at the airport twenty 

minutes ago. 
(8~) Advice: You should have studied harder last semester. 

(Telt P, page 189) 

Here the second and third examples, with their time adverbi8ls, 
are more informative than the first. With no time clues, the 
e}8c.1.1£"J.IJ in the first example could be--for all the student knows 
--a coming election, not a past one. 

UtUe needs to be said about the exempHf1cation of UttJe - sUttJe 
and left' - lileft'in Text F: 

(86) (rule) There is a difference in emphasis between lilUe 
and IllilUe, few, and II few. A lilUe, IIfew have 
positive force--they stress the presence of something, 
although in a small quantity. 

(87) (enmple) I have a little money; I have a few friends. 
(88) (rule) Little and few, on the other hand, have negative 

force--they stress the IIbsence of almost all quantity. 
(89) (enmple) I have little money; I have few friends. 

(Telt F, page 123) 

Again, at a cost of only a few words, we can bUild enough 
information into the context of the target structure to make the 
example more telling: 

(90) Jill is bad at math. She works slowly and she always 
makes a few mistakes. 

(91) Sheelah is good at math. She works fast and she 
makes few mistakes. 

(92) Jim enjoys babysittinll. He likes children and he 
makes a little money at the same time. 

(93) The patient is in bad condition. There is little hope 
that she will recover. 
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NIffE PRINCIPLES OF EXEMPLIFICATION 
1. Choose examples that exemplify an appropriate use of 

language. 
2. Choose examples that demonstrate the need for the target 

structure. If the target structure coUld be omitted from the 
example with no loss of information. or if another structure 
woUld be likely to replace the target structure, then the example 
needs work. 

3. Insofar as possible, choose examples that are not consistent 
with obvious false hypotheses that the student may have in 
mind. 

4. Choose examples that do not assume knOWledge of the world 
that the student may not have. 

5. If similar examples are paraphrases, label them as 
paraphrases. If they are not, explain them, or (better) replace 
them with examples that are not misleadingly similar. Beware of 
the prtndple of m1n1mal difference. Bend it enough so that 
students do not need to juggle contradictory contexts as they 
interpret a set of examples. 

6. Favor nonfiction examples. 
7. Insofar as possible, choose examples that do not include 

anything that may keep the student from focusing on what is 
important. 

8. Take care that examples exemplify what they are intended 
to exempUfy. Engltsh is fUll of mtsleadingly S1m11ar structures. 
Study examples to make sure that you (or your text writer) 
have not been careless. 

9. Choose examples that tell the student as much as possible. It 
is often not difficult to improve an example in such a way that it 
helps the student understand the meaning and use of the target 
structure as well as the syntax. . In this way, the example itself 
repeats the things that we tell the student in our explanations. 

And one more 
An example that is good according to one prindple may be bad 

accordinS to another. (Prindples 4 and 7, especially, Will often be 
in conflict.) Some of the examples I have offered as good 
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examples by one criterion may be bad by another criterion. For 
this reason, it is wise to exemplify a target structure with a 
variety of examples, keeping in mind the strengths and 
weaknesses of each one. So the final prindple is: 

10. An example shoUldn't be lonely. 
o 

Theaulhor 
Eric Nelson teaches ESL in the English Program for International 

Students at the University of Minnesota. 
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